**MAXILOAD EVO** is an onboard, dynamic weighing system for wheel loaders, as well as for several other types of material handling vehicles. This model offers more options that allow for immediate and precise display of the weight of the material being handled, in addition to other essential loading information. The system’s internal memory enables recording and transfer of data relevant to managing your operations, such as: client list, products, trucks, operators and projects. **MAXILOAD EVO** represents an innovation in the field of weighing with its large color screen that displays data in real time, a menu with intuitive icons, a navigation wheel for exploring the menu, and quick keys for various functions. The addition of an exterior camera offers precious assistance while maneuvering the vehicle. The camera’s image is automatically displayed on the screen. Compact printer and wireless data transmission options are available.

**ADVANTAGES**
- Dynamic weighing without interrupting operations
- Large ACL color screen with intuitive icons
- Navigation wheel + quick access menu buttons
- Control of last bucket + automatic tare selection
- SD card for data transfer + basic software
- Calibration of (2) machines or (2) accessories
- Choice of (2) types of thermal printers or coupon printers (option)
- Wireless data transfer (option)
- Back-up camera display on the same screen (option)

**FUNCTIONS**
- Your objective + partial and total weights + bucket number
- Data management memory
- Client (1000)
- Product (200)
- Truck (500)
- Operator (50)
- Project (100)
- Audio and visual warnings + weighing status
- Choice of 7 display languages
**MAXILOAD EVO ON WHEEL LOADERS**

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**
- Display size: 15 x 21 x 8.6 cm (5.9 x 8.3 x 3.4 in.)
- Display sealing: IP54
- Sensor sealing: IP67
- Supply voltage: 10 to 30 VDC
- Operating temperature: -20°C to 70°C (-4°F to 158°F)
- Serial port: RS-232/C + 1 auxiliary
- Precision: 0 to 1%

**OPTIONS**
- Thermal printer or coupon printer
- Wireless data transfer
- Back-up camera

**MAXILOAD EVO APPLICATIONS**

**YOUR MAXILOAD EVO REPRESENTATIVE**
MAXILOAD EVO ON WHEEL LOADERS

Data transmission
Back-up camera
Data management software
Memory card
Coupon printer
Thermal printer
Tactile navigation wheel

VOTRE REPRÉSENTANT MAXILOAD EVO

SYSCOMAK
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